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Third Quarterly Progress Report, Contract NAS- 9- 9024
1 August 1969 - 31 October 1969
INTRODUCTION
• This quarterly progress report to the technical monitor off
the _ referenced contract is organized into four main sections as
follows:
Section I In the second quarterly progress report under this
contract, a satellite state vector was defined which consisted
of the position deviation and two velocity deviation components,
expressed in a rotating coordinate system, plus the deviation
from the nominal energy of the satellite. The inclusion of
the energy deviation In the state limited the growth rate of
the total energy of the satellite, reflecting the fact that the
• satellite- planet system is conservative. This section presents
a technique for determining the scalar measurement
geometry vector for the above mentioned state when the
corresponding measurement geometry vector for the state
vector consisting of all six position and velocity variations,
expressed in inertial coordinates, is known. This technique
is valid when the scalar measurement is a function. of the
satellite position only.
Section I I In the second quarterly progress report a minimal
approximation to the differential equation for the estimation
error covariance matrix was developed, assuming no measure-
ments , were taken. The approximation has a free parameter
associated with it, and the determination of the best time
•	 history of this free parameter leads naturally to a two
point boundary value optimization problem. In this section,
the above approximating technique is extended to include
j
measurements. Arguments are presented which indicate
that the measurement incorporation should not be of the
1
A
straight-forward minimum variance type. A form of
measurement incorporation, involving another free
parameter, is chosen that allows considerable latitude.
The necessary conditions for the optimal choices of the
free parameters are then presented, and a new two point
boundary value problem resul!,s.
Section II I Any computer program to solve the two point
boundary value problem developed in Section I I will need
an input matrix Q(t), defined to be the covariance matrix
of the disturbance vector.arising from gravitational
anomalies. This section presents one method of approximating
Q, given some model of the gravitational potential of the
attracting body. The section also presents an explicit
formula for the mean squared value of the disturbing
potential averaged over a sphere using a truncated
spherical harmonic model of the gravitational potential
of the attracting body.
Section IV This section contains Chapter 2 of a doctoral
thesis written by Steven Croopnick. The purpose of this
thesis is to study and then model various gravitational
anomalies, with an end toward better orbit prediction
capabilities. Chapter 2 is a development of the gravitational
potential of a distributed mass expressed in spherical
harmonics derived from basic principles. This chapter is
intended as an easy to follow introduction to the classical
descriptions of a gravity field, the results of which will be
used in later chapters for comparisons with other gravity
models. It is felt that this section 13 fundamental and
easily readable, and it has been tested in the classroom.
i
e	 I
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1. Measurement Partials for the Adjoined Stnf-- Variables (r, _v)
I	 IA. ^ General Development
--T
The purpose of this section is to develop the relationship
between the measurement geometry vector b, associated with the
usual state vector
x = [ dri, a rt, dr. 3' av i , 6V 2P 6V 31T
expressed in inertial coordinates and the measurement geometry
vector b'.`, associated with the adjoined state vector
x^ = [	 Tah , ar, ', ar ', ar ', av '	 av ' i2	 3	 1	 2 	 3 A
expressed in rotating coordinates. The scalar h is the total energy
of a satellite in orbit about a rotating planet defined in Reference 1.
The definition of the measurement geometry vector d for any
state variable f z, the variation in z, is given by
d T _ aQ
6 
where Q is the scalar quantity being measured, and the convention
used is that the derivative of a scalar with respect to a column
Vector is a row vector. Now, if we wish to find the measurement
geometry vector c associated with the vector az expressed in
some rotated coordinate system, which we shall call ay, we
proceed as follows . . By the definition of the measurement geometry
vector, we have
^T _ aQ aQ az _ d T a?	 (1)
a	 az ay
	 ay
We shall call A the coordinate transformation matrix between z
and y, i. e. 4
R
4	 X
d
y = A7 (2 )
Because A is an orthogonal transformation matrix, A - 1 = AT
.	 and thus
z = ATy;	 8 z = AT (3)
WY
Substituting E,i.	 (3) into Eq.	 (1) and remembering the definitions
of c and d,w't- ace that the nlcasuremetit geometry vectors are also
'	 related by A,	 i. e.
c = Ad (4)
.	 Now,	 order to find W, from b we proceed as follows. The
measurement geometry vector b is defined as
If	 If	 Tb = (5)
-- F s 8 v
where r and v are expressed in inertial coordinates and
C3 = f (r, y) (6)
We shall assume that the coordinate system of b- :-, the prime system,
is related to the inertial coordinate system of b as follows
r' = Mr,	 v' = My (7)
Utilizing Eqs. (7), (4) and (2) we may define the vector b 	 as
• b	
-
M O
b• - If,	 i^ f'
T
(8)
O M 8 r '	 8v'
where Q has been expressed as the function f'(r', v'). Now we
assume that v l ' may be written as
v l ' =	 a (h,	 r', v2 1 , v3 ', u) (9)
-2-
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J'a►he c u is nvissless potential energ y . 'Thus, the scalar measurement
Q nay be written as
o
Q = f'(r 1 ', r 2 ', r 3 ', a, v2 ' 0 ., v3 ')	 (10)
This notation means that the function x has been substituted in f'
wherever the term v 1  occurred. The measurement vector b =:t is
def fined as
b*' 8Qdki aQ-' aQ^ ' DQr bQv
aQ	 T
'	
0 l )
'
^ 2' 3' 1' 2' v 3
The chain rule stipulates that the partial derivatives of Q may be
found by the following formula
OQ	 aft
rx—= ^ + Z
aft Dar
	
Tx-x = r 1 ', r2 ', r 3 ', v2 ', v3'
(i2)
8f' as	 x = has Zi
Utilizing I]qs. (8), (11) and (12), b-"- may be written in component
form as
b1 = b4' Ba
b^^
.	
2 = b ,2 + b4, 8
 ^2b
3
b	 ,
3
+b , aa
4 Z7r31
b4^` = b 1 ' + b4' 1
b 5 = b5 + b4 av2'
bs',,
= bs ' + b 4 ' ^3
where all variables assume their nominal values
(13)
R. Definition of the Coordinate Transformation Matrix M
In Reference 1, the rotating coordinate system was defined by
-3-
1r
the unit vectors.
U  along the nominal two body inertial velocity vector v
Y3 along v X r
Y2 u3 X u l (along + r for circular norninnl orbit)
Thus the matrix M, used to compute W from b in Eq. (8), is given
by
Z•
Al
M =	
-U2
( l	 u 2 )T' .i....
where
^,1 = unit vector along v
A2 unit vector along (r- (r ®v) v/ v 2)
v = nominal inertial velocity vector expressed In inertial
coordinates
r = nominal position vector expressed in inertial coordinates.
C. Derivation of the Partial Derivatives
In Reference 1, the relationship between h, r and v was shown
to be
h= 7v_•v- w•(rXv)+ u	 (15)
(14)
Sys
i
where w is the angular velocity of the attracting body, u is the massless
potential en-rgy, v is the inertial velocity, r is the position of
the satellite, and all vectors are expressed in the rotating coordinate
system defined by u 1, 22 and u 3 above. (Dote that from now on, the
prime notation is dropped and r, v and w will be assi ► med to be
-4-
(19)
expressed in Oic rotating system. ) Expanding Fq. (15) and re-
arranging givcs
v12+f v l + n 0
where
2 (r2 w 3 - r3w2)
•
	
	
(1G)
• n v2 2 + v 32 + 2v2 (r 3 w 1 - r 1 w 3 )+ 2v 3 (r l w, - r2 w 1 )+ 2u - 2h
Thus v 1 is given by
v1	 2 +	 (l 2 /^)' - n	 (17)
The partial derivative of v 1
 with respect to x is given by
av1
 - 1 8f+1 (! 8f _ dn ) /	 ( l2 /4) - n
Tx	 2 7Dx -2 2
Hut  Eq. ( 1?) may be rearranged to givF
n = v 1 + ;/2
Substituting Eq. (19) into (18) yields
av1=- 1 af + (^ 8f _ an ) /2(v +f/2)40 'fix	 '^ d x	 'fix cox	 1
Utilizing Eqs. (18) and (20) we obtain
(18)
(20)
av1
8r1 = (V 2'0- V3w2+ g1)' / (v i + r2w3 - r3w 2)
avl
= - w +r(rw -rw )w +vw +g /(v+r w -r w )
^2	 3 L 23 32 3	 31	 2	 1 23 32
y
1 = c +	 (r w - r, 3 w ) (- w ) - v w -M g • /(v +r 	 - r w )S	 2	 23	 2	 2	 21	 3	 1 2 3,	 32
ev
cTv 
_ (- v2 + r lw3 - r3w 1) / (v 1 ^- r 2w 3 - r 3w2 )2 (21)
3  .1.Z (- v3 +r2w 1 - r 1 w 2 ) / (v 1 +r2w 3
 r3 W 2 )
8v1
W =	 1 / (v1 +r 2 w3 -r3w 2 )
where 
.g is the is the acceleration vector.
Recalling the definition of a given in section  A and the fact
that we have dropped the prime noc:ation, it is clear that the six
expressions in Eqs. (21) are the terms 7a	 ^a	 as	 as	 8a
1	 2	 3	 2	 3
and ZT, appearing in Eqs, (13). It should also be remembered that
the rotating coordinate system, is chosen such that nominally the only
nonzero component of the velocity vector is along the "1" direction
•	 and 93 = r 3 = 0, Writing the magnitude of the nominal velocity as v,
dropping the zero-valued components, and substituting Eqs. (21)
into Eqs, (13) gives the components of b'' ,,- as follows.
bI*' = b4 ' /k
b2 '^ = b2 ' + b4 ' (-w 3v + 92 )/k
b3^ = b3' + b4' .w2v/k
b 4 ^==b 1 '+ b 4 ' g 1„ /k
b5;, = b 5 ' + b4 ' r Iw 3 jk
•	 b6'.; = b 6 ' + b 4 ' (r2w 1 - r 1w2 )/k
(22)
-6-
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where is = v 4- r2w 3 g rid b' is defined by Eq. (S)
U. 'A Word on Men sure metits
Ii The quantity EQ, the difference between the expected value
of the scalar rnersurement and the actual measurement, may be
written as
a Q = b' : -- T x 4c + b 4' a 6u +  n
av
where _	 l , au is the variation in massless potential. energy
from the nominal, and n is white noise. The scalar ,3 may be
computed from Eq. (20) to be
Utilizing linear measurement incorporation of the form
results in an estimation error after the measurement of
b'
e' - (I-
	
"-wb"T)e+ w--^ bu + wn (23)'4,	 I, ,
where a prime indicates the value of a variable just after the
measurement, the carat denotes an estimated quantity, and..
e = X	 X
We note that as long as b 4 ' =	 0,	 i. e.	 as long as the scalar being
measured is a function of position only, then Eq. (23) becomes
e' = (I - w b".° ) e + wn	 (24)
and the measurement equations assumed in Section II are valid.
-7-
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N
In the next study period, the incorporation of a velocity
measurement will be investigated, together with a formulation
of the problem using the universal state variables r o and vo
presented it Reference 1.
I
0
,x
0
-8-
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II. Measurement Incorporation
•
Introduction
In this section, the importance of recognizing the existence
of a component of,the estimation error uncorrelated with the driving
force is demonstrated. A new cost function, to be minimized at
•	 each Imea -	 nuremcnt tie anal having a free scalar Carameter v, is
introduced. The form of this new measurement coat function permits
the covariance matrices of the correlated and uncorrelated estimation
errors to be weighted differently at the measurement times, thus
allowing for the differences in form of their differential equations,
valid between measurement times. Finally, the necessary conditions
for the optimal values of ju and X, the free parameter introduced in
Reference 1, are derived with the cost function being the trace of
the product of a symmetric matrix and the covariance matrix at
some final time of interest.
A. The Two Uncorrelated Estimation Errors
The differential equation for the state is. given by
x= Fx+d
where d s the driving force due to gravitational anomalies and is
correlated with the state.
The differential equation for the state estimate is given by
X = FX
Thus the estimation error, e = x - x, has a covariance
P = ee T whose differential equation is given by
-9-
iw
Pr	 T
J	 P= F P +11 + P_	 +do	 (1)I	 .
E
where an overbar indicates ensemble average.
"It was shown in Deference 1 that the minimal approximation to
the term (ed Fil + de T ) of 1. q. (1) is given by
A ee T + dd TA
	
(2)
with A positive and lying between the square roots of the extreme
eiger values of the matrix (ce ) 	 (dd ). In the normal situation
when ee
rig
 is of full rank, Eq. (2) is a positive definite approximation
to the possibly indefinite quantity (ed + de ), and this is a built in
conservatism of the approximation to the cross correlation which
must be recognized when implementing the scheme.
Consider for a moment the possibility that the state estimation
error e may be written as the sure of two uncorrelated components,
en and ed , of which only ed is correlated with the driving force d.
In that case Eq. (1) becomes
P = FP + PF + edd q^ + ded rr
	(3)
If we substitute the minimal approximation to the cross correlation
into Eq. (3), the differential equation becomes
P = IT A- PF T + Aed-ed T + dd
T/A	 (4)
Now, if a is assumed to be entirely correlated with d, Eqs. (1) and
(2) yield
P' = FP + PT T + Nee  + dd T/A	 (5)
where P'(to ) = P(to). Now, the difference between the estimated
covariance matrix obtained by integrating Eq. (5) and the estimated
covariance matrix obtained by integrating Eq. (4), which we-will
_10-
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call h, obeys the differentiaal equation
D = (P' - 13 ) = IT'D + DF T + A e e Z,t.i ,n
if we assume that ;k is the same in Eqs. (4) and (5). Using the
matrix variation of constants formula and the initial condition
D(to) = 0, Eq. (6) has the solution
t
I	 D 	 = A
	 iP( t , Q) ,rr nTC,T (t, a) da
	 (7)
t0
where cl) (t, to ) is the state transition matrix defined by the equations
x = Fx	 x 	 = (P (t, t0 ) x(to)
Since A must be positive, it is clear that D(t) is at least a positive
semidefinite matrix which cannot decrease in time.
To recapitulate, it has been demonstrated that if indeed the
estimation error a has a component e n which is uncorrelated with
the driving force d, then the ase in the differential equation for the
covariance matrix of the minimal approximation to the cross
correlation edT + de  results in an estimated covariance matrix
which is conservative, above and beyond the built in conservatism
inherent in the approximation, by the matrix D(t). Thus it would
seem wise to recognize any component of e uncorrelated with d
and use Eq. (4) instead of Eq. (5) to approximate the* differential
equation of the covariance matrix.
It will be assumed here that any measurements taken will be
corrupted by white noise, which is uncorrelated with the state.
Since any linear measurement incorporation scheme will premultiply
-the existing error vector by a matrix and add a term due to white
noise, and since the present error is due to the effects of prevkous
(6)
- 11-
uncorrelated me.asllrement errors plu.- the effects of the errors
correlated with the driving force d, it seems ree:sonable at this
time to postulate the existence of two uncorrelated comronents of
the state estimation error,
 e, of which only one component is cor-
related with d. It will later be shown that this is indeed the case.
Now we make the following definitions
T	 TT
S Td + 
. .
en, ea c h = 0, e nd = 0, Pd = eke d	 Pn = C C'	 (8)
Consequently, there follows
P = Pn + Pd
	(9)
Substitution of Eqs. (8) and (9) into (1) yields
P  + Pd = F (P 11+ Pd ) + (Pn + Pd )F T + 
2 d T + dedT
We shall rewrite the above equation as the sum of the following two
equations, which must hold if e n
 and e  are uncorrelated.
Pn = F Pn + PnF T
(10)
Pd = FP  + P d F T + e d d T + dedT
We note that the differential equations for P  and P d , Eqs. (10),
are completely uncoupled.
Because of its simplicity of form and ease of implementation,
we will assume linear measurement incorporation. We shall now
proceed to demonstrate how linear measurement incorporation alters
the va?ues of e n and q  and keeps them uncorrelated.
Assume a scalar measurement m is taken, where m is given by
-12-
0 1)m = b Tx + n
with n white noise. Assume that the measurement is incorporated
into the state estimate with a linear filter of the form
A
"	 x' - x + w(m - bra)	 (12)
N
n	 ..
where a prink denotes the value of the estimate just after measurement
I
incorporation and the -.bsence of a prime denotes the value of that
estimate just prior to .measurement incorporation.
Substitution of Eq (11) into l.q. (12) together with the definition
of a yields
e' _ (I - wb T ) e + Nrn
where I is the identity matrix. This equation may be written as the
sum of the following t %-o equations
e  = (I - wb ) en + wn
(13)
e' d
 = (I - wbT ) 
e 
Using the definition of e, the differential equation for the state,
and Eq. (8), we may %vrite e n and e  at the time t as
en (t) _ ill-(t, to ) en(t0)
t	 (13a)
ed (t) _ il)(t, to )ed (t0
 + 0(t, a)d(a) da
t0
•	 where (P(t, t0 ) is the state transition matrix for x = •Fx
From Eqs. 0.3a) we see that e n (t) is uncorrelated with d if e n (t0 ) is
uncorrelated with d, and likewise Eqs.. (13a) and (13) demonstrate
that en ' (t) is uncorrelated with d if e n(to ) is uncorrelated with d,
-13-
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I
•	
J^
J
t"
since ^i is white noise. Since e 11 (t o ) is uncorrelated with d by
^•^	 definition, we see that e 11 (t) is t ► + core-Chted with d for all times
t to. (Although the 1,: n term in Eqs. (13) could have been added
to either the O n or eel ' equation •. ,Itl out altering their correlation
properties, it is added to e n ' equation in order to attribute all of
the uric :Wrelated error to e n, the virtue of which was demonstrated
earlier. )
K
I
r	 Using Eqs. (13) and (9) the behaviors of P  and P d after
rneasurerr► ent incorporation are given by:
d	 _
I
Pn - (I wbT ) P n (I - b% ,. - T) + ww ^ n2_.
(14)
Pd ' = (I - w b T ) Pd (I - bN_: T)
Eqs. (14) demonstrate that if the measurement weighting
vector w is non-zer. a, P  will be non-zero after the first measurement
incorporation.
In review, Eqs, (10) indicate the behavior of the covariance
matrix of uncorrelated error, Pn, and the covariance matrix of the
correlated error, Pd , between measurements. However, the cross
correlation terms in the Pd equation are unknown and must be replaced
by the minimal approximation derived in Reference 1, This results
in the following set of equations, of which the Pn equation is exact
and the Pd equation is approximate
P  = FP11 + pnFT
e
( 15)
Pd = FP  + P d F T + XP d  + ddTA
Eqs. (14) indicate the changes in P  and P d due to a measurement,
and, assuming non-zero w, also demonstrate that P  will be non-zero
after the first measurement regardless of its existence prior to the
measurement. The scalar X in Eq. (15) is a free parameter which
must be chosen to suit the particular situation at hand. Any positive
-14-
wr
A lying beW! een the square roots of the extremr. cigcnvalues of
Pcl	 dd	 is adr-nissible.
B. The Optimal linear l; ilter
Ibis section deals %%, ith the selection of the optimum weighting
vector w that appears in l qs. (14) in order to minimize the trace
of a symmetric matrix tunes the estimated covariance matrix at the
final time of interest T. The cost J is thus given by.
J = tr [ L P(T)] = tr [ L (Pd (T) + P n ('l'))]
(We note that Deference 1 stated that any linear combination of the
elements of a symmetric matrix P may be expressed as tr (LP),
with L symmetric, and thus the assumption of a symmetric L does
not result in a loss of generality. ) In the usual situation when
there is no driving force d, the measurement weighting vector w
is chosen so as to minimize the trace of L times the covariance
matrix at the time of tho.. n-teasurement. That is, a new coat function
Jk is defined at each measurement time t k such that
J k = tr [ L (Pn(t k ) + Pd (t k))]
and w(t k ) is chosen such that J k is minimized. Now, looking at
Eqs. (15) we see obvious differences between the differential
equations for Pd and P  between measurements. Indeed, since
our ultimate goal is to minii-nize the trace of L times the covariance
matrix at the final time T, and since the two components of thc-
covariance matrix, P  and P d , obey dissimilar differential
equations, it would not seem that P d and P  should necessarily be
treated equally in the intermediate cost functions J k. For this
reason we propose that at the reasurement time t k , w be chosen to
a
minimize the trace of L times a weiyhted covariance matrix P
def ined by
P(tk) Mk Pd (t k ) + P.l ;t k )	 -(16)
-15-
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(It rnl 'ht Wcll bto questioned %-• hclher all this is really nucrssury;
that is, can we really know for certertin that it 	 is not equal to
unity. The answer to this cltsestion nimst be deferred until the
necessary conditions for opts-reality rare derived. At th ',it time
it will be seen by inspection that the conditions are not identically
satisfied for Mk = 1. )
We will assume an biter medinte cost function to be minimized
•	 of the form
	
J k t: tr [ I 1' ( t k )]
	 (17)
This forrrL of intermcdirite coat function is chosen to allow us to
find the weighting vector ^v k as a function of k in order that the
flexibility be present to z1loy: P  and 1) (1 to be weighted differently
in importance at eac!1 measurement ti.mc . In Subsection C, the
necessary COI1C}i kons ^;{ill be c#evcloped to allow the Pi k 's to be
chosen so as to minimize the cost J = tr (I, PM). We shall now
p,^-oceed to find the optimal w k as a function of lu k . Dropping the
k subscripts and utilizing l:qs . (16), (17), and (14) we have at the
time tk I
•	 J = tr LP = tr L[ (I - wb T ) I' (I - bw 1 ) + ww T n'`]
'faking the variation in J due to a variation in w gives
dJ 2 tr ^ — [ - b Tp (I - bw T) + WT n2 ] L
By requiring that dJ be zero for all values of aw, we find that the
optimal w is given by
•	 w - P b/(b T11 b + n2)
	(u Pd + 1'n) b/[ bT (.Al p  + 1'n + n ]	 (1^)
-16-
It Should I)v i oN fled out that nl° hov-11 it c01,11tot be shown that
the fol • 111 of the intermodiatc cost fu::c• tioi given 1)y Eq. (17) is
^	 >	 >	 14	 ^°	 ruiatin ,^l, it is fel' that the latitude: alloti, ed by the free parani ter ti
will permit satisractory results for the rninimi ation of the cost
J u tr (L P('1')).
C. Pptinflzntion % ith M ons, tire ment
This section contains a derivation of the necessary conditions
for the of Unicil ti :»c history of X in Eq. (15) and the optimal value
Of °N in Eq. (1,G) for each me7sureniont tune t  in circler to minimize
the trace of L times the covariance matrix at the final time of
interest T.
We wish to ninimfze the scalar cost
J = tr 11 (Pd M + 1-'n('1'))
P  and Pd are found beh;• een measurements by integrating the
following differential equations:
i3  = FPn + PnF T
Pd = FP d  + PdF + X Pd + Q /A
where Q = dd T. 'I'hcre are f scalar measurements taken during the
mission. At each measurement time t k , Pd alid P  are altered as
follows:
Pn (tk+) _ (f - w kb kT ) Pn (t k- ) (I - bkvv k T) + wkwkT q k	 (19)
•
	
	
b	 T	 (20)Pd(tk+) = (I - w kb T P (tk ) dk-) (I - k«► ) 
where w k
 = (^ k Pd (t k-) + Pn (t k- )) b k / (b k TGI k Pd (tk- ) + Pn(tk_ )) .bk + qk),
µ k is constrained to be non-negative, and b  and q  are known.
Now we rewrite the cost by adjoining tLo constraints as follows:
n
-17-
fJ = r I. (1'(I -t• 13 n) (T) ^ ^ (N k [ M k - l'n (t k+ )] + Uk ^ 11 p 	)] )
k~ 1
+	 t 1 G dt	 tk-1, 1 Gdt) + .	 Gdt
t	 -^	 t ^-	 ti
T
o	 k= 1
where
G C  [ 
r,pn + p
nr. _ l,n] + C  ( F13  + PdF T+ X Pd + R/A - 1'd] (21)
and Dk , N k , C n , and C  are unknown multipliers to be chosen later,
m  is the right: hand si.ie of } q. (1.9), and 11 k is the right hand side
of Eq. (20).
The integration of the last three terms of Eq. (21) by parts
results in the following equation for J:
f
J. = tr L (Pd + Pn ) (T) -+- 	 . (N k [ MR - Pn (t k+ )] + D  I H k Pd(tk+ )] )
k= 1
,	 _	 Q- 1
	
1	 , .	 tk+ 1 -	 T
(C nPn + Cdpd) 
t	
(CnPil + C d Pd )	
- (C nPn + CdPd)
	
t0	 k= 1	 tk+	 t^+
-1
t-	 -	 T
+	 1 H dt +	 (	 tk+ 1 if dt) +	 IT) dt
o	 k= 1 tk+	 tf+
where
H - CnPn + C nFPn + CnPnI' T] + C d p d + CdFPd + C,dpdFT
+ C  Pd + CdQ- /A ]
	
(22)
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'file m,'Itrix nlillillllltll prinr.idAe, introduced in Deference 2,
states that the necessary conditions for- n st--ation,,Wy point. of 3'
0. e.1 a maxinlurll, rllinir imn, or sildcdle point) may be found by
egirating to zero the gradient matrices of J with respect to the
control variables and all explicitly stated forms of the state
variables that are not constrained to be some a priori value.
A gradient nlat.r'ix is defined as follows. We are givers the scalar
function f (X), Which is a fUnCti011 of the e30111ctlts x ij of the matrix X.
Then the gradient ulat-ix of f, denoted by D-f r is a inatrix whose ij th
C,
element is given by
±f	 af
ax iJ
	
axij
In order to determine the gradient matrices, the following equation,
derived in Deference 3, %-, ill be used:
.
aXtr (AX) = Ar where A arid X are square matrices
Another useful equation is the following:
8 b T Xb = bb 
The following identities will also be employed:
tr (AB) = tr (AB) T = tr (BTAT)
tr (AB) = tr (BA)	 if A and B are conformable
Since integration and the trace function are linear operators, the
following relation holds:
tr [fAdt	 =
	
[tr A d t
J
Using the equations above, we proceed to take the gradient matrices of
-19-
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pa"
1
J with respect to F,0 p	 1'1 (tk+ ), I cl (t ^+ )'
 I^n (1r) ' I'clM. By
equating tliese gradient matrices; to :he zero matrix, there will
fallow necessary conc'.itions on the P: • cviously undefined matrix
multipliers N 
	
'•-) k , C A and Cd.
_	 tk+ 1c	 l (C ^' + F rC T -t- C TF) dt	 (C "111+ FTC 11 + C T}^') cl81 n 	 	 n	 n	 t+	 n	 n	 n
o	 k=1 k
-	 T
	
-1•	 (C T I. )7T c T -^• I) TF) (it 	 (23)
tI+	 n	 n	 n
Setting L'cl. (23) to the zero matrix "i\, es the necessary condition
that at all but the ir,easurement times
Cn - -CnF .1 Cn	 (24)
In a similar manner, setting ^ to zero yields the condition that at
Pd
all but the measurement times
Cd = -00 F -FTC d -XCd 	(25)
as(t •k+) = -Nk + CnT(tk+)
n 
setting
 the above equation to zero gives the identity
N  = Cn(tk+)	 1< k < C
	
(26)
In a similar manner, setting 
a 
P (t +) to zero gives
n k
Dk = Ca(tk+)	 1< 'k< f	 (27)
• -20-
T	 .r
,^J
	
= 1, (T) - C	 (Ir)
aJ i1 01	 n
Setting the Cahove equation to zero y iolds the boundary condition
i	 Cn('1') - 1..('1')	 (28)
Likewise equating 0J	 to zero gives
aPd(1 )
I	 Cd(T) = 1,M
	
(29)
At this point we shall t^.ke the gradient matrices of J with respect
to Pn (tk-) and Pd ( tk ? and in so doing derive the behavior of C  and
C  at the times t k , utilizing Eqs. (22), (26), and (27) gives
8Jj= °
	
- •[ tr (C n (t k-^- )IVI k -^ Cd(t k+ )jt k)] - CnT (tk- )a2 n ( tk-)	 nl n ( tk )
^Y (t -)	 c7P (t - ) [ tr (Cn(tk+ )n.I k + Cd (t k-^ )r.k)] - C d T(t i; )d k
	 d k
Equating each of the above expressions to %ero gives
CnT(tk- )
	
3P (t - ) [ tr (Cn (tk+ )M k + Cd (tk+ )R k )]	 (30)
n k
Cd 1 (tk
-)	 01;
d k
(t -) [ tr (Crl(tk+)M k  + C d (tk+ )R k)](31)
Recall that 1\1k
 is the right hand side of Eq. (19) and R  is the right
hand side of Eq. (20). examining those tivo equations, we realize
that the task ahead is tedious, but not impossible. utilizing the
techniques demonstrated by Athans and Schweppe, the right hand
sides of Eqs. (30) and (31) have been evaluated. The intermediate
expressions are impractical to enumerate, and only the final
results are presented. They are as follows:
Cn(k-) = Ak er Cn (k+ )A k + S  + SkT
	
(32)
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'	 1
I	 T.	 T
	
Cd (k-) = A11 Cd (k+ )A k + ^^ k (S k + S  )
	
(33)
where
A
Cd(k) = Cd (tk- ), Cd(k-r-) = Cd (t k+ )• etc.
I.
A - I - V. kt^ kT ^ }3k - b kk^,: T # ak - b k T (/^ P	 n(k-) + P(k- )) bl:  	 kk	 _	 k d	 q'•
N
q  = mean-squared noise fo: • the k th measurement, n 2 k
S  = - [ AkT CJ (k+ )_'1 k Pd (k-) + A.k TC n (k+ ) Ak Pn(k- 13k/ak
+ A T C W-)
 -.r b , ri q /
.	 k	 n	 — 1.— h	 k a1.
Cn and Cd are svmnietric
All that remains no%,.* is to set to zero the gradient matrices of J
with respect to the control variables ?, (t) and µk.
1t -	 ^" 1	 t	 -
aJ = tr t
	
(Cd Pd - C dQ /x 2 ) dt +	 (	
k+ 1 
(CdPd - CdQ/a 2 ) dt)8A	 o k= 1 tk
T
+
	
	 (Cdyd - CdQ /x 2 ) dt
t^+
Equating dA to ze -o gives the condition that along the optimal trajectory
at all but the measurement times and for a in the admissible re g ion:CP
	tr [C d P d  - CdQ /A. 2 1 = 0 '	 (34)
Similarly, setting dJ to zero gives the condition that along the optimal
^' k
path at the measurement times for pnonnegative:
I
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r^
7
^^^ = 2 it C S i: Pc1(k- ), - 0\	 ^	 k
where
(35)
Cn(k+) = Cn(tk+
	
P
	 = Pn (tk- ), etc. ; S  as before
w
In summary, the solution to the problem of choosing A (t) and
N k In order to minimize the trace of LP(T) leads to a two point
boundary valtie ;p roblem. The value: of the syrnmetri.c costate
matrices Cpl P.nC? C  are stipulated r the final tune by Eqs. (26)
anti (29) while t'he values of P  and P d at to are known. Between
measurements the state variables P 11 and Pd obey the differential
equations given by Eqs. (1.5). In these same intervals C  and C 
obey l,:qs. (2-1) a-nd (25). At the mers,urement times P n , Pd , C  and C 
are changed according to Eqs. (19), (20), (32) and (33) respectively.
Along the optimal trajectory ant' fo- X(t) and µk within their admissible
bounds Eqs. (3') and (35) are valid.
In answer to the question posed in Section 11-13 concerning
the possibilityt"at µ k might be identically one, we make the
following observation
Oj	 2bkT -ak2 Pd(k-)Cd(k+)Pd(k-) - 2 ak0 P(k-)Cd(k-+- )Pd
Pk 
	
(k-)
k µ k = 1
- 2 P (k- ) Cd (k+ )P (k - ) -a k? Pd (k-• )Cn (k+ )Pn (k- )
2aAP(k-)Cn (k+)Pn (k-) - POk P(l:-)Cn(k+)P(k- )
+qk [ akPd (k-)Cn(k+)P(k-) - PkP(k-)Cn(k-)P(k-) bklak3
where	 ak = b k TP(k- )bk + qk, P(k-) = Pd (k .. ) + Pn (k- )
	 (36)
Ok - bkTPcl(k- )bk, y k = b kTPn (k- )bk
Examination of Eq. (36) would seem , to indicate that it is not identically
Zero, and thus that p k is not identically equal to one.
.
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eIn future studies a Computer program utilizing the above
derived necessary conditions, will be written and solutions from the
program investigated. Resu lits will also be presented .of an.effort
to derive the necessary conditions for optimality when the measure-
• type.
•	 ^ p
x
	
G	 •
•	 ^	 N
\ 	
Y
I IT. Mean Square Behavior of the Perturbing Potential of a Planet
In Section IIC of this report, the necessary conditions for the
optimality of the approximated estimation error covariance matrix
are presented. The matrix Q, defined to be the covariance matrix
of the driving noise d, is an input function of time which will be
' needed by any optimization program.
There are several methods of approximating Q, based on the
assumption that there exists a model of the gravitational field
of the attracting body. One particular method of approximation is
as follows.
1) Compute the matrix Q', the deterministic matrix ddT,
where d is determined from the model of the gravitational
field of the attracting body.
2) Average Q'over a sphere of radius r and call. it Q'
3) Approximate Q(t) by K(t) IT K T(t), where K(t) is a scale
factor matrix which accounts for the difference between
the nominal radius r(t) and the radius of the sphere
over which Q' was averaged. In practice, K(t) would
probably be computed on the basis of the radial dependence
of the single dominating term in the gravitational model.
This section presents a method for deriving the element of the
Q' matrix corresponding to the mean squared value of the disturbing
potential, i.e.the difference between the actual potential as predicted
by a spherical harmonic model and the point mass potential,
averaged over a jphere of radius r.
The perturbing potential u at a point may be expressed exactly as
n
U -	 (r)n	 Cnm cos (m¢) + . S	 sin  (mO) Pnm (cos A)	 (1)
r n=2	 m =0
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I,
I a r
whet
	
= longitude c,^ point
^.	 colatitude c` poin t
..	 r	 ^	
	 	
r = radius of j pint
a	 equatorial radius of planet
N	 product of :he gravitation constant and mass of the
a	 planet
and Pnm (x) are the associc-ed L,egendre functions (see Section IV. )
il 	 -
Eq. ( 1) is the stand el y d
 ex;._=nsion of the perturbing potential in spherical
harmonics. In all practice: applications, the value of n in the
expansion is trunc rted at some upper limit N. It is cur purpose to
determine it gives: Cnm an y' S nm for the truncated harmonic ex-
pansion, where the averagi::g is done over a sphere of radius r,
L, e.
U2 = 1	 u2A	 dA	 (2)
where the integrals are taken over a sphere of radius a
and A is the surface area or the sphere.
Substitution of Eq. (1) into Eq. (2) with n truncated at N gives
2
N	
2n n	 W	 V
U2 = (-- 1 )7	 (^)	 Cnm
	 Cos 2(m^)r47r r	 r n=2	 m= 0	 _ IrJ
Pnm (cos 0) r2 sin 0 dg d o + Snm
	
sin 2  (m o )
Pnm (cos 0) r 2
 sin 0 d0 do	 (3)
Using the substitution x = cos 0 and integrating Eq. (3) with respect
to ^ gives
-26-
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	N	 n
--	 2	 -	 2n
	
2 if m = 0
U 2	 N --2
	(^)	 C	 V	 P 2 (x)dx
4r r n=2 r	 m= 0	 nm l if in/ 0	
1 nm
•	
w
	
? Oifm=O	 1	 2
+ Snm	 ^	 rnm (x)dx	 (4)
	
N	 1 if m/ 0
w
`p^6'
In-Reference 4, page 125, it is shown that
a	 ^	 1
Pm (x)dx = (- 2+ ) (n^' m)!	 (5)
n 2n 1 (n- Y-O '.
'	 1
Substituting Eq. (5) into Eq. (4) gives
N
---	 2	 2n
u2 = -µ-^	 (a)	 2C no ( 2 )
4r	 r	 2n+ 1
n=2
	
+ (Cnm + Snm) (n-
+
	
'm) ! ( 2n+ 1 )	 (6)
The terms Cnm and Snm in Eq(6) are the so-called unnormalized
coefficients. The normalized-coefficients, C nm and nm , are
related to C nm and Snm by
Cnm	 Cnm	 2(2n+ 1) (n- m) !
	 m 0	 ?
	
Z.	
(n+ m) s	 ^	 ( )
Snm	 L Snm
Now, it turns out that for the particular harmonic expansion of
interest, provided by Ur. J. TI. Laning of the M. I. T. Instrumentation
Laboratory, the coefficients for m = 0 are given in the unnormalized
form while all the other coefficients are normalized. Substituting Y
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Eq• (7) into lq. (G) for m	 0 gives
N	 2	
n
•	 2_2 ^-
	 2n	 C	 ^.
U a	 (A)	 n	 4-	 (c m + S 2 )	 (8 )
r2'	 r	 2n 1	 n	 nm
n=  	 in = 1
The expansion mentioned above is a model of the earth
with the following values for N, fi, and a
N a 10
•
µ - 1.407616 X 10 16 ft 3 /see 2	 .
a = 20, 925, 722	 ft
Eq. (8), evaluated with N, µ and a as given above and for r = a+
500, 000 ft gave the following result
u2 = 7. 11 X 10 6 ft4 /sce 4	.
k
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iN	 The Gravittationry l Potential of a Distr • ibti ed Illzss Expressed in
c herical Harmonics
'Phis section of this quarterl y progress report contains Chapter2
of a doctoral thesis written by S teven Croopnick (hence the section and
equation numbers do not correspond to those in the previous sections).
Th, e, purpose of this thesis is to study and then model various gravita-
tion41 anornanles, with an and toward betted • orbit prediction cap<<bilities.
Chapter 2 is a development of the gravitational potential of a distributed
mass expressed in spherical harmonics derived from basic principles,
This Cha:.`er is intended as an easy to follow introduction to the classical
decriptions of a gravity field, the result, of which will be used in
later Chapters for comparisons with other gravity models. It is felt
that this section is fundamental and easily readable and has been
tested in the classroom.
The ,research effort of the thesis, has produced computer
programs which integrate orbits around the earth using both 'the
classical models and the masspoint and dipole concepts. The resulting
orbits were then Lon-ipared for various combinations of orbital and
model conditions to evaluate the effectiveness of the models. Interesting 	
. I
questions and relations between components of the resulting residuals
have arisen and are presently being investigated, so that -the results
of this effort will appear in a later report,
n ,
x
ll
♦ i
•	 .1
^5
n
Pn(v)	 ` 1	 d n (v 2 - 1)n
2n
 n'.	 d v
.
.	 (2.6)
I
h
2. 1 The Gravitational Potential of a Distributed mass ExI)ressed in
u S hcrica3 11"11,11inriies
Let the density of a distributed mass in a region V be represented
by p (r'). The gravitational potential p (r ) at a point r outside of V due
to the mass distribution p (r) is:
tp (r)
	
G ('	 dm -
	 G
'	
p ^r^ -T)- d V
	 (2. 1)
V J r r I	 V (r r
If y is the angle between r and r' (see Fig. 2. 1), then,
F 
1 ^- = [ r 2 + r I2 - 2rr'cos y) 1/2	 (2.2)
,	
2(E) cos
1 2
r [ 1 + ( r)	 - 
	
y l- 1^2	 (2.3)
This function may be expanded as a power seri,:s in r, as follows:
2
r r r = 1 + r ^ cosy + y 1 	 (3 cost y - 1) + .	 (2.4)
(
n
r Pn(cos y)	 (2.5)
n=0
where the Pn I s are called Legendre polynomials, -and may be calculated
according to
pw
The (potential co (r), in terms of this series is simply,
•	 (( ,n
(r)
	 r 
P 0.1) 2 r
	
Pn(cos y) dV	 (2.7)
0
but
I
cosy = cos p cos co' + sin o sin o' cos(0 - 0 1 )	 (2.8)
so that Pn (cos y) may be expanded as a functicn of co, c,^', 0, and 0' by
the addition theorem for spherical harmonic, ,"commonly known as -the
decomposition formula).
Pn (Cos Y) = Pn (Cos 0) Pn(cos 01)
n
+ 2-	 (n - m) ' cos m(0 - 0')P	 (cos co) P	 (cos o l ) (2.9)n + mT.	 nm	 nm
m-1
where the Pnm 's are called associated Legendre functions and may be
calculated as
2 m/2 dmPnm(v) _ (1 - v )
	 m Pn (v)
	
(2.10)
dv
and where
cos rn(8 - 0') = cos mA cos m8 + sin m8 sin m®'
	
(2.11)
Be"fore substituting for Pn(cos y), the first few terms of Eq. (2. 7) may
be separated as shown below.
I
1
	 t	
^,
la
cp(r) _
	
p (r') dV
V
+ -G-2	r' cos y p (r') dV
r V
. ,
p (1,	
t n
-^- -G^ 
	
13 (cos y) dV^S
I	 V	 n=2 
r
The first term in Lq. (2. 12) integrates as
(2.12)
G. S p(r^) dV = rn
V
where m is -the total mass of the body. The second term is identically
zero, if the origin of the coordinate system Is -taken -to be at -the
center of nlass of the body. licnce,
CO
,nGr 
C 1 +	 p tr')	 r	 Pn, (cos y) dV]	 (2.13)
	
V	 n-2
Substituting Eq. (2. 9) into Eq. (2. 13) yields
CO	 nr	 , n
	
co (r) = r
m [ 1 +	 r Pn(cos 0) S r Pn(cos L p (r') dV
	
n=2	 V e
cc	 n n
+ 2
	 r	 (n + m)^ cos m e Pnrn(Cos 0) 
de 
n P (cos 0
m .	 S	 nm
n= 2	 m= 1	 V 
cos m8 p (r') dV
.
a,
1co	 n n
R + 2	 rc	 (ii - m):_ sin mri P (cos 0)	 r^ n P (cos ^) •
r J zi^^•111IT.	 ntn	 S r	 nm
n• 2	 m- 1	 V c
sin m8' p (;-' )dvl	 (2.14)
where re
 's the given radius of the rnrtss. Combining like coefficients
of Pnm(cos o) reduces Eq. (2. 14) to
	
c	 nr
^(r) = Gm 1 +	
—re Pn(cos 0) 
Ir If Pn(cos o ' ) Q(z•') dV
n=2	 V re)
co	 n n
+ 2
	 re	 [ (n + m)!,P (cos to) cos n	 r^ P (cos fo')cos n(	 m,. nm	 S rnrn
n= 2	 m= 1	 V e D(rI)dV
+ (n + m ) ! pnm(cos o) sin mQ S r' Pnm	 c^(cos ')sin m9' p (r')dV]
V e
(2.15)
By defining the following coefficients
n
Jn
 = - S 
(Fe
Pn(cos co') p(r')dV
V 
n
C	 = 2 (n - m)! (' r' p (cos o9cos rr_9' p (rl)dVnm	 n + m . ,) re
 nm	 –
V
(2.16)
(2.17)
S	 = 2 (n - m)! 	 r' P (cos o f )sin mO I o (r I )dV
nm	 n + m)! 1 re nm
	 –
N
(2.18)
aa
The gravitational potential o(r) may be reduced 'to
nr
	
(r)	 Cr 1 1	 in r	 P 1(Cos 0)
n - 2
CO	 n nr
+	 r	 (Cnm cos m9	 Snm sin m f3) !'nm(coa »)	 (2.19)
n -- 2	 m -- 1
For m = 01 the general term Snm as defined. by l ,:q. (2. 18) involves the
definite integral. of sin m9 l so that Sno = 0 for all n, however Cno as
defined by Eq. (2. 17) may be written as
n
Cno - S r, Pno (cos o l ) A (r')dV	 (2.20)
V e
Since
2 m/2 dmPnm(v) = ( 1 - v )
	
dv 
m Pn(v) (2.21)
:Pno(v) = Pn(v)
Eq. (2. 20) may then be written as
n
Cnol (7ePn(cos ol ) A (r')dV
V 
and, by comparison with Eq. (2. 16), it may be seen that
(2.22)
(2.23)
P0
M = 0forin = - Cnrn (2.24)
The general expresMon for -the gravitational potential, U, q. (2. 19) may
then be condensed to
•	 R'	 Y?	 Yl
Grn	 re
•	 C C	 cos n^0 + S	 sin m0)P (cos cljc^(r) 
= r [ 1	 x1^	 ^,	 n ni	 nm	 nm
n = 2	 m=0
(2.25)
The terms in o corresponding to ra 0 are caller! the zonal harmonics
while those corresponding to m = 0 are called the tesseral harmonics.
If it is desired to calculate -the potential at any point around the earth,
for example, cn(r) is u sua lly written with	 0 as the geogi uphic
longitude X, co as the geographic co-latitude v/2 - L as shown below;
CO	 n n
0 (r) = r- [ 1 4. 	 (—r,,) X (Cnm cos m% + Snm sin nX)Pnm(sin L)
n=2	 m 0
(2.26)
In general, it is possible to c-alculate the force on a unit mass at r due
to the mass distribution p (r') by taking the gradient of co (r) as
expressed in Eq. (2. 25).
f (r)	 (2.27)
The gradient of co(r) in spherical coordinates is
80&0 aco	 1	 a0 .(p (r) - 
r it + r —0 i ^p + r sinp ^rD 0	 (2.28)
I	 .
^r
so that t
n n
	
f (r)	 Cm [ 1	 (n + 1) r
r 	
X (Cnm cos m® +
	
r	 n- 2	 m=0
Snm sin n1®) Pni11(Cos U)) i r
CO	
r n	
°°I 
X r	 (C'nm cos m4 +
	
r	 nw2	 m--0
Snm sin nX) P nm (C0s r1 SI'l
z
CO	 'r ^n n
4- _ '^.' (
	 r X ( Smn cos m e -rbin^	 n=2	 m=0
Cmn sin m0) mPnm (cos 0)) i (2.29)
The equation for this expan-s ion of the gravitational potential
of a distributed mass o (r) in a region outside the mass is in essence
a solution of Laplace's Equation:
®2 cp (r) = p (r) = 0	 (2.30)
The solution to Eq. (2, 30), p(r), is a harmonic function and, of course,
is valid only where Eq, (2. 30) holds which is everywhere outside the
attracting body. This solution wasobtained as a • power series
expansion of co (r) in powers of (1/ r) as shown by Eq. (2. 25), hence
the convergence is fastest when r is large and slowest when r is
small. Inside the mass o (r) the solution is usually divergent
m
d2^ 	 Gm r
dt	 r
(2.32)
6(Ileiskanen n nd Moritz). On the Surface, this solution is either very
slow to converge or, in Cicory; must be considered divergent because
of the variations in p (r) beneath the surface. Therefore, an expansion
of the potential in spherical harmonics is useful for high altitude orbital
mechanics, but deteriorates for low altitudes due to the intr insic
nature of the expans ion. Also, one would intuitively expect that a lot
of information (terms in the expansion) is necessary to describe a
ralAdly vLaryin fine structure such as the gra.vi.tational potential near
the surface of the earth. The effect of the rapidly varying fine structure
falls off co -spared to the low n der terms in the expansion at high
altitudes, aga in due -to the (r) dependence.
2.2 Orbit Calculation U sing S pherica l Harmonics
The ideal two-bod y equation of motion which governs the motion
of one body %%ith respect to another is
d2r9 r
dt^ ^	 r ^
(2.31)
where r is the position vector of .the secondary body with respect to
the primary, or attracting body, and u = G (m i + in2 ); where G is the
universal gravitational constant, and m l and m 2 are the masses of the
Primary and secondary body respectively. In practice, if m2 < <ml'
then Eq. (2. 31) is usually written
where r is the position vector from the distributed mass -to the satellite
'	 or spacecraft, and m is just the total mass of the attracting body. The
motion of a spacecraft near- a distributed mass is not simple two-body
motion due to a number of reasons. One of the most important
disturbing accelerations is due -to gravity anomalies, which shall be
rIdefined as the components of a gravitational field of a distributed
mass remainin€; after the ce'ntr'al force tern, ( - G3 r)
has' been renloved.	 Let a d (r) represent the distort ing ace'eleration
as a function of r, then
d2T- -	 Cm
'd `2'	 - r	 +	 a	 (r)
"	
_d (2.33)
so that
-	
r.	 +ad(r)	 _ Vp(r) (2.34)
r
hence, it may br- seen front. comparison with Eq. (2. 25) that the
nominal potential U nol'n(r) and tl:c disturbing potentical (Pd (r) respectively
are
Onom(r) = Gr (2.35)
and
r
n n
Od(r) = Cm	 r	 (Cnm cos m8 4-
n = 2	 m = C
Snm sin m9 ) Pnm(cos o)]
(2.36)
so that
Ed (r) r
	
d(r)	 (2.37)
For purposes of computing an orbit given the initial conditions on r
and v at t = to, r(t) may be expressed as (Battin, 1964)
r 	
= rosc(t) + 8M	 (2.38)
where rosc (t) is the solution to the nominal two-body problem•-
2d t-osc (t)	 Gm
osc
(2.3:x)
1.
with rose (t 0 )	 r(t0), and vosc(t0)	 v(t0)
The differential equation governing b(t) may be derived by substituting;
Eq.'(2.38) into Eq. (2. 33) as below
'	 zd 
ros c (t)	 d2 P(t)	 Gm+	 r(t)	 + a (t)	 (2.40)
• dt^
	
dt^ 
_ -
-	
r^(t) —	 —d
rearranging terms,
4- - Gm	 r	 (t) - 3Gm--	 dr {t)+ a (t)	 (2.41)
esdt2 	ros ^(tj —osc	 r(,t)—	 —
so that
3
d28 M 
=	 Gm	 1 _ rosc(t) r t - 6 t) + a	 2.42)
dt^ r (t) t(	 r3 _() —( ] _d (t)
osc
with Initial conditions b(t0 ) = 0 and 8(t0) = 0
2
It is convenient to integrate d -0. c(t) and	 d2 t) separately and add
dt	 dt2
the results, to obtain r(t) because the first integration yields the exact
solution of the classical two-body problem which is well known, while
the second integration produces a small correction to r osc (t), b(t),
provided of course, that a d is relatively small. Numerical difficulti.es
	A	 f
^	 ^	 G
in evaluating ( 1 - r 3 (0/1 .3 (t)) of )-'.q. (2. 42) may be avoided (Battin,
osc
. 1964). By defining
r31 .. ose .. s- .. f (q)	 (2.43)
r
and
3+3q .F.2
f(q) _ q
	
	 ....37.9	 (2.44)
1 f° (1 -^• q)
where
(8 -q	 2r)•^i	 (2.45)- ----^
r
Hence l.qs. (2. 39) and (2. 42) may be simultaneously solved to produce
r(t) and v(t) given initial conditions r(to) and v(t 0 ) where a d is a
small disturbing acceleration. l,;q. (2. 42) must be solved by integration
whereas Ekq • (2. 39) may either be integrated directly or solved by a
numerical iteration algorithm.
and
a
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The gravitational potential o(r) inay be expressed in terms of
the normalized coefficients Cron and Sml, as shown below
CO	 n n_
1	 ^(r) _ Grr, 1 -+ Y 
re	
X (C	 cos mk
I	
r	 r^	 nin
I	 n-2	 in=0
Srm sin In  1'nm (Cos 0)]	 (A-1)
•	 A
The normalized coefficients Cnin and S 1111 are related to Cilm and Snrri by
^.+1	 C
Cno "^	 no
and
(rn =0)
(A-2 )
Cnin	 ?(2n ++ 1)(n ^- m)!
	
Cnm
Snm	 ._ _(n m_. --_	
Snm	
(in * 0)1	 ,
The coefficients 2 nm and S nip result from normalizing Pnm according to
the integral of 1`'n °,over the unit sphere:
'WT S1'no (cos cA)]2dS	 ^^ (m = 0)
unit sphere
1
	
1 
1	
,dos m0^ ]
2 dS -	 1 (n + m):
	
-4 Iff 1 	 Pnm(cosc^}sinmOj	 w 27'22n+Mn-rn.'
unit sphere
(m t 0)	 (A.-3)
ism
hence, the itiLegr, als or (A-3) may be unity if
P,no	 1rcin + 1) Pno
and
nrn	 (ii -► MR" 11m
It may be easily seen tha-t not•malized coefficients s expressed in
Eq. (A-2) muss follow if ca(v) expi-cis y ed as a function of Cnm 0 Snm
and P
	
equals o)r• ) expressed as a function of C , S	 and P
nm	 --	 nin nm	 nm
For, purposes of conipletenesw, it will be noted that in the case
of the earth, ?.nothei, not uncommon representation of the gravitational
potential (lleiskanen and 'Aloritz, 1967) is
n n
cp (I) = 2—M 1 -	 r r Z (Jnm cos m9
n - 2	 m - 0
+ Knm sin m8) Pnm(Cos cp) 	 (A-5)
For this representation, it may easily be seen from comparison with
Eq. (2. 26) that
Jn:n	 - Cnm
	 (A-6)
and
	
Knm - - snm
	 (A-7)
to
Iw
1
API-3l:-:N).)IX B
The values of .T
no 
for the earth used in this thesis, 2 < n < 20
(Lundquist, 1967, P. 52) in units of 10 -6
 are
12 r 1082, 639,
16	 0.542,
a
110 = -0, 338,
1 14 = -0. 1740
1 18 Q 0.32410
-2.565,
J,l = -0. 419
1 11 =	 0. 17610
i15	 -0. 065,
1 19 = -0.075 ,
J4 = -1. 6088
18 = -0. 3280
T 1 ^ =	 0. 053,
1 1G
	
0.449,
120 = 0.334.
15 =	 0, 174,
19 = -0.022,
1 13 = -0. 146,
1 17 - -0. 0520
and the values of the normalized c:.oe:fficients C
	
an,d S
	 in units of
nm	 nm
70_
6
 for 2 < n < 15, 1 < m 15 are (Lundquist, 1967, p, 63 and 64).
n m Cnm Snrn n m Lnni Snrr
2 2 2.38 -1.35 10 1 0.10 -0.07
3 1 1.71 0.23 10 2 -0.08 -0.06
3 2 0.84 -0.51 10 3 -0.08 -0.05
3 3 0.66 1.43 10 4 -0.06 -0.:18
4 1 -0.47 -0.39 10 5 0.02 -0.02
4 2 0.35 0.48 10 6 --0.04 -0.01
4 3 0.92 -0.24 10 7 0> 0 l -0.05
4 4 0.04 0.30 10 a 0, t¢ 'r -0.05
5 1 -0.06 -0.05 10 9 0.011f -0.04
5 2 0.53 -0.21 1.0 Ill 0.03 -0.02
5 3 -•0.40 0.07 11 1 -0.03 0.02
-.	
_
....._:.....^...^._.:.^.
	 _.:.^.	 ^i'P7jro^	 - .why
-^-awie^xa:9vs±.w.ww^x.,ar„Arc.Y.v..w,..,.^m.^vv,,nn.,.»..^
11 Ill
slim
Snm n 111 Cnlll Snm
5 4 -0.20 0.02 11 2 0.05 -0.05
5 5 0.18 -0.56 11 3 0.01 -0.08
6 1 -0.08 0.01 11 4 -0.03 0.00
6 2 0.01 -0.27 11 5 0.03 0.02
6 3 -0.04 0.03 11 6 -0.03 -0.02
6 4 -0.08 . -0.48 11 7 0.03 -0.03
6 , 5 -U. 26 -0.46 11 8 0.04 -0.02
6 6 -0.02 -0.16 11 9 0.03 0.01
7 1 0.17 0.11 11 10 -0.03 -0.01
7 2 0.32 0.16 11 •11 0.10 0.06
7 3 0.18 0.00 12 1 -0.09 -0.07
7 4 -0.16 --0.04 12 2 -0.06 0.02
7 5 0.07 -0.01 12 3 0.03 0.02
7 6 -0.23 0.10 12 4 -0.05 0.01
7 7 0.07 0.06 12 5 0.02 0.01
8 1 -0.01 -0.01 12 6 -0.01 0.01
8 2 0.04 0.04 12 7 -0.04 -0.02
8 3 -0.03 0.03 12 8 0.00 0.01
8 4 -0.17 -0.02 12 9 -0.01 0.02
8 5 -0.09 0.09 12 10 -0.01 0.00
8 6 -0.01 0.30 12 11 -0.05 -0.02
8 7 0.02 0.04 12 12 -0.01 -0.01
8 8 -0.18 0.03 13 1 0.00 0.04
9 1 0.11 0.00 13 2 -0.03 0.01
'	 • 9 2 0.03 0.05 13 3 0.00 0.03
9 3 -0.03 -0.01 13 4 -0.01 -0.02
9 4 0.07 0.02 13 5 0.03 -0.02
9 5 -0.04 0.04 13 6 -0.03 0.05
9 6 0.04 0.01 13 7 -0.02 0.00
9 7 0.04 -0.02 13 8 -0.02 -0.01
9 8 0.13 0.00 13 9 0; 02 0.05
n '9 9 0.08 0.04 13 10 0.04 -0.02j
in
p
N
m C
nm Snm n im Cnm Snm
13 11 -0.02 0.01 14# 14: •' -0.04 0.02
13 12 -0.02 0.06 15 1 0.01 -0.01
13 13 -0.07 0.00 15 2 -0.02 -0.03
14 1 -0.01 0.02 15 3 0.02 0.03
14 2 -0.01 -0.04 15 4 0.00 0.01
14 3 0.06 -0.03 15 5 0.03 -0.02
14 '; 4 0.00 0.00 15 6 0.03 -0.05
14 5 0.05 -0. 03 15 7 0.03 0.011
14 6 0.01 -0.03 15 8 -0. G: 0.00
•	 14 7 0.03 0.02 15 9 0.OL 0.04
14 8 -0.03 -0.03 15 10 0.02 0.01
14 9 0. V 0.07 15 11 0.01 0101
14 10 0.04 0.01 15 12 -0.07 0.05
14 11 0. 1) 4 0.03 15 13 -0.05 -0.03
14 12 0.05 -0.03 15 14 0.01 -0.03
14 13 0.01 0.04 15 15 -0.02 -0.01
ri
S
J
^ ^	 R
M
h
I^ i
Figure 2, J Cowrdinate System Definition
CIHerc relic r.s
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